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PRESIDENT ORATES ON
GOTHIC WOODCARVING
IN WEDNESDAY CHAPEL
Many Interesting and Grotesque
Characters Carved by Hand
Of Early Gothic Artists
DONORS ARE PRAISED
Dr. Ogilby Highlights Descriptions
Of Pew Heads by Interesting
And Amusing Anecdotes
Wednesday, October 16-Dr. Ogilby
gave his annual talk this morning on
Gothic wood carving to acquaint the
new class of freshmen with the marvelous examples in the college chapel.
At first Dr. Ogilby undertook to
describe the origin of carvings in
churches. He explained that in the
olden days carvers were often assigned the task of carving likenesses
of someone, either a clergyman in
the chmch or a foreman on the job.
From this there developed many interesting and humorous results, for if
the carver did not care for his subject, it was not uncommon that a
queer and distorted finished product
might result. Fo'' this reason grotesqueness was and continues to be an
outstanding feature of Gothic carving.
In the course of his address Dr.
Ogilby walked around to various parts
of the chapel in order to point out and
describe more clearly the numerous
pew ends which have been carved by
Mr. Wiggins. Each one is very significant and the details can be appreciated only by a fundamental understanding of the history behind
each pew end. With this view in
mind Dr. Ogilby proceeded to describe
various carvings on pew ends. The
Charter Oak pew end vividly depicts
the falling candle 'vhile the Governor
seeks to regain order. In the meantime the charter is being hidden in
the oak tree. In connection with the
Saint Brandon carving Dr. Ogilby
told an amusing story. It seems that
Saint Brandon celebrated ma~s one
Easter on the back of a whale. The
next Easter Saint Brandon was fortunate in finding the same whale
upon whose back he said mass once
again. But before leaving the whale's
back this second time, Saint Brandon
(Continued on page 5.)
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JOE BEIDLER RUNS AND PASSES BRILLIANTLY AS ·fNAVY OFFICER TRACES
. JESSEEMEN DOWN HOBART FOR THIRD VICTORY DEl~~r::::E ~E~~NG
IMPORTANT NOTICE
All new students, transfers as
well as freshmen, are expected to
be present in Chapel for M;:ttriculation Exercises on Wednesday morning, October 30, at 8.30. The
Matriculation Address will be
given by William A. Bird, IV, of
the Class of 1912, who has been for
a number of years representative
of the "New York Sun" in Paris.
At the close of the exercises the
new students will take the matriculation pledge and sign the
matriculation book.

TRINITY ROOTERS TAKE
ROUGH TILT FROM M.I.T.
Roberts and Heseltine Convert
As Trio Kickers Outplay
Scrappy Tech Eleven
Saturday, October 19-This afternoon the Trinity Soccer team took a
knockdown and drag-out game from
a rugged group of M. I. T. hooters.
The final tally was two to nothing in
favor of Trinity; Trin outplayed the
Tech men most of the way.
Hili-way through the second period, Haseltine, center half for the Hilltoppers, booted through a short free
kick for the first score of the game.
Trinity did not again score until the
final period, when Roberts headed
through a kick from Bestor for the
final goal of the game. Coach McCloud used all his reserves at one
time or another in this engagement.
The first period began with Trinity kicking off, and immediately the
front line took the play deep into
M. I. T. territory. Dexter and Carpenter, inside men for Trinity, both
attempted to convert, but were unsuccessful. M. I. T. recovered a few
minutes later and advanced into scoreing territory, only to be repulsed by
the hard-kicking Trinity fullbacks,
Tyler and Johnson. The period ended
with practically the whole Hilltopper
front line piled on a he pless M. I. T.
(Continued on page 6.)

Amusing Willkie-Roosevelt Wager Fixed
By Politically Antagonistic Room-mates
When two room-mates disagree,
they settle their differences to the
satisfaction of the stronger, or the
weaker may seek the drastic arbitration of Mr. Eastman. But when two
equally stalwart men reach an impasse, they must resort either to good
sportsmanship or common sense. A
case
occms when the
special
two men are such congenial colleagues
as "Doc" Lane and "Ernie" Dickinson. There a diff.erence of opinion
would have been a dangerous thing
if these two junior comics had not
temporarily settled their differences
with g-ood sportsmanship and common sense. The dispute, which was
provoked by a mutual disrespect for
the other's political sympathies, ended
in a wager which was sealed by a
series of toasts (or perhaps that is
what started it all). The wager is
simply this:
Together they shall
build a rickshaw, or a soap-box counterfeit of one, and ihe whose candidate loses the election shall pull the
other anywhere the victor wishes to
go, including the direction of the
Hoffbrau, and that such service shall

I

be offered for three days (and nights).
If we see "Doc" in the harness, we
shall know that Roosevelt is still
President. If "Ernie" is in the braces,
however, "Doc" will have indeed won
with Willkie. Bob Broatch, who suspects the wager involves a bracer of
"gin rick-shaws," should be set-up to
the same if the wager fails to mechanize according to terms.
What
odds will you give me on who will
pull whom?
TheJ:e are other men on campus
whose political sympathies are apathies. There is, for instance, the
Trinity man whose button reads, "If
I Were 21 I'd Vote." That's all it
says. "Whom," he was asked, "would
you vote for?" An the answer was,
"Whom should I vote for?" Everyone seemed to have one or two suggestions. Some said "for Roosevelt,"
and lots more said "for Willkie." The
choice seemed simple, but the ambiguously buttoned chap replied, "first
I want to know what I'm voting for,
then it will be easy to choose the
man." "What difference does it make
(Continued on page 6.)

Star Halfback Nets Twelve
Points; Fills Ryan's
Role Capably
FINAL SCORE 14-6
Hilltoppers Waste Little Time
In Taking Lead as Beidler
Tallies at Very Outset
(Saturday, October 19)
Again Trinity's Joe Beidler dominated t he play at Geneva today as he
and his teammates flattened Hobart
College with a score of 14-6. Minus
the badly needed services of Dick
Weisenfluh, Bill Ryan, and Ed Killian,
the Blue and Gold took advantage of
every break they received and heroically garnered their third victory of
bhe current campaign as against one
defeat.
Wasting no time, Trinity blocked a
punt by Clemens, the Hobart fullback,
and recovered on Hobart's 25-yard
line. Knurek then proceeded in typical fashion to buck the line on spinner plays, and Beidler circled the ends
and tackles on reverses until they
had worked down to the 11-yard line.
Here Hobart took possession on
downs, and halfback Popalisky kicked
immediately to his own 31-yard stripe.
Then Beidler, now in the role of
passer in the abs·ence of Ryan, tossed
successfully to Thomsen, giving Trinity a first down on the Genevans' 18.
After four plays W1hich brought the
Hilltoppers to the two-yard line,
Beidler smashed over for the first
touchdown. Ted Knurek, Dan Jessee's
digital artist, kicked the extra point.
In the second period Hobart's machine began to function when Fitch,
left end, recovered a fumble by
Knurek on the Trinity 35. The Statesmen carried the ball to the three-yard
line on running plays, but lost the
ball there on downs as the Blue and
Gold defense tightened up. Then
Harris kicked out to his 24, but
Hobart's aerial offensive swung into
action, and Popalisky passed to Weber
for Hobart's first and only score.
The third quarter saw Hobart recover another fumble on Trinity's 34.
Unable to make any headway whatsoever against the
J esseemen's
staunch stone wall, the Genevans
conceded the ball on do·wns at the 27yard line. Then came the most spectacular single offensive thrust of the
afternoon. On the first play Joe
(Continued on page 5.)

TRIN HILL AND DALERS
TOP SPRINGFIELD TEAM
Springfield, October 17-Ed Rosen
and Captain Jim Caffrey led Trinity's
determined and scrappy varsity crosscountry team to their second straight
victory of the season by defeating a
strong Springfield combination by the
very close score of 28-29. Springfield's
course was fairly level, but, besides
measuring 4.2 miles in length, it was
a very complicated route to follow.
As the runners came into the home
stretch, Rosen was leading wi~h Caffrey a few yards behind, while Booth
of Springfield was hot on Caffrey's
heels. .I t looked for a moment that
Caffrey would lbe overtaken, but in a
final burst of speed Caffrey caught
up with Rosen and the two joined
hands to cross the finish line together,
giving Trinity first and second place.
Sophomore Bill Booth of Springfield
sprinted valiantly over the last hun(Continued on page 5.)

TRINITY CALENDAR
Oct. 22--3.15 p. m. Soccer vs. Yale,
here.
Oct. 22--7.15 p.m.
Auditorium;
P. B. Gale of Standard Screw
Company, "Fuses."
Oct. 23-8.30 a.m. Chapel; PTofessor Hutt, "The H:uman Memory."
Oct. 25--4.00 1p. m. Freshman Soccer vs. Morse, here.
Oct. 26-Football and Cross-Country at Coast Guard. Soccer at
Massachusetts State.
Oct. 27-Chapel Service at 8, 11
and 5.
Oct. 28--4.00 p.m. Freshman Soccer vs. Wethersfield, here.
Oct. 29--iFreshman Cross-Country
at Bristol.
Oct. 29-7.15 p.m.
Auditorium.
National Defense Meeting. W.
A. Bird, IV, "France in War
Time."

FRANK HAGARTY IS NEW
DIRECTOR OF GLEE CLUB
Club Plannmg to Schedule Many
Concerts; St. Joseph's and
Smith May Be Signed
The Trinity College Glee Club opens
the season this year under the di·
rection of Mr. Frank Hagarty, '37, who
succeeds Mr. Watters as director of
the club. Mr. Watters, however, remains at the head of the Music
Department.
Mr. Hagarty studied
at Harvard after his graduation from
Trinity and also directs the chorus
at the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.
The club is hoping this year to arrange concerts at several preparatory
schools such as Choate, Hotchkiss,
Loomis, Deerfield, Taft, Kent, and
Lennox.
These concerts would be
given after mid-years within ·a period
of two or three weeks, and "Would help
the boys in these schools to become
better acquainted with Trinity.
As for concerts with girls' schools,
plans are as yet undecided; but St.
Joseph's and Smith will probably ap-1
pear on the schedule.

Lieutenant Barnes Also Shows
Motion Pictures at Third
Meeting for Defense
SUBMARINES NEEDED
Relates How Crew of Sunken Sub
Were Rescued by Waving Flag
Of Crew's Underwear
Tuesday, October 15 - Lieutenant
Robert H. Barnes, of the Submarine
Service, U.S.N., gave an illustrated
lecture on "Submarines" at the third
of Trinity's national defense meetings held in the chemistry auditorium
tonight.
Lieutenant Barnes began his talk
with a brief history of the submarine
from the earliest diving devices down
to the complicated underwater mammoths of today.
One of the first successful submarines, he related, was the one built
by David Bushnell in the time of the
American Revolution.
Bushnell's
craft, however, lasted just long enough
to sink a British warship in Boston.
From that time on, the submarine
gradually developed, but it was not
until the World War that its true
potentialities were realized.
Lieutenant Barnes went on to tell
of several submarine disasters. One
American submarine through some
accident sank while on a test run.
Luckily, however, it was in shallow
water at the time and, while one end
was resting on the bottom, the other
end stuck up several feet out of water.
The crew succeeded in drilling a small
hole in the end and waved one of the
crew's underwear through the hole in
order to attract the attention of any
passing ships. The men inside could
see several ships in the distance, but
apparently the ships did not notice the
white flag waving from the surface
of the water. Finally an old trawler
caught sight of the odd flag and notified a Coast Guard boat which went
to the rescue of the sunken sub.
"Submarines have come a long way
toward safety" declared Lieutenant
Barnes. Many new safety devices
have been invented in the last decade.
One of the most important of these is
(Continued on page 4.)

John F. Reddick, Trinity Graduate~ Held
Responsible for Victory in World War
'lihe Jules Verne of motorized warfare, John F. Reddick, Trinity, '12,
not only visualized the tank, which
was "presented" in the St. Nicholas
magazine when he was only nine
years old, but, as a major, promoted
his dream of an "armored tractor."
The "Los Angeles Examiner," in a
feature headed "U. S. Officer's Idea
Led to Tank Use," gives the following account of modest Major Reddick's plan: "In 1914, John F. Reddick, an officer in an Ohio National
Guard field artillery battery, wrote
to the Field Artillery Journal, recommending the use of armored caterpillar tractors to overcome barbed
wil'e, trenches, and machine g un emplacements.
"The nine-year-old boy's description
of the automobile g un was reprinted
with favorable comment, in the 'Baltimore American' in 1900. The young
officer's suggestion of caterpillar
tractors is mentioned in encyclopedias."
The originator o£ the Armored
Tractor, Major Reddick, who was sofounder and director of the Akron

Battery, 1915, which not only employed the armored tractor, but a lso
developed the Goodyear balloon for
artillery observation purposes, said,
in a letter to the Tripod which sought
a confirmation of the "Los Angeles
Examiner's" article: "The armored
tractor was an improvement on the
first Colt Automobile gun invented by
Col. Davidson of Geneva Lake, Wis.,
in 1898. The track-laying device
recommended by me to be adopted t o
a combat car, was invented by 'Uncle'
Jesse L. Lake, an uncle of Dr. Arthur
Adams, of Trinity College."
According to the "Literary Digest
History of the World War" by Halsey,
the use of one t housand tanks was
the vital factor in the American victory at St. Mihiel, September 11, 1918,
the turning point of the Great War.
"Under the direction of the Field
Artillery Board, caterpillar tractors
were first used at Fort Sill and Rock
Island in November, 1915.
Tlie
American armored catel'!Pillar tractors (not the British) made their appearance from behind British lines at
(Continued on page 6.)
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Howe to Amuse t he Muse
Some people doddle when bored in
class but Lee Goodman writes poetry,
pertinent to the subject of boredom,
thus accollljPlishing the double purpose of amusing himself and learning his lesson.
Outside it is bright and cheery; inside it is gloomy and there .is .a drowsying monotone and the dulling
fumes of formaldehyde. The nostalgia of fond nights spent in a featherbed are overpowering. As a last resort he conjures up the Academic
Muse and before she too succumbs to
the deadly atmosphere, he hurriedly
translates the science into terms of
his own peculiar provincial wit, with
her inspiration as the catalyst. The
results are most amazing:
The Amoeba (No. 1):
The Amoeba's pseudopodium
Doesn't need a nickelodian,
For there a in't no syncopation
In its j€llied undulation!
The Amoeba (No. 2):
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If the Queen of Sheba

Had been an Amoeba,
Her husband and King Solomon
Would not her macronucleus won:
There would be no reason
To seduce
One who'll produce
By fission any season!
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GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES

In the students' handbook, published by the Trinity College
Senate, there is a litst of the extr·a -curricular activities of the college. Due to the fact that many of the students did not receive
one of these booklets, the editors of the T1-ipod have decided further to familarize the student body with these various organizations. There has been a noticeable lack of interest shown and it
is truly a shame, for there are many eX'Cellent opportunities offered by the organizations. It is through the medium of the extracurricular activities that the true strength and unity of the college body is revealed. We know that there are many talented
students in T·r inity, but we also know that there are many w\ho
do not give their talents a chance to develop.
The first organization mentioned is the Ivy which is published by the junior class. It goes without saying that any junior
who feels that he has even the least of talents or material to offer
the board should feel it his duty to make himself available. Number two on the list is the Trinity Review, the college magazine.
It is published several times a year, and affords the opportunity
for creative writing. This magazine will die on its feet unless
it receives moore and better material. Ralph Grover will give
careful consideration to any poem, story, or essay submitted.
The Seabury Society, headed by Henry Getz, does some very
fine work by serving in various churches on Sundays and by
directing boys' clubs and participating in social service programs
during the week. A wonderful opportunity for anyone so inclined
toward such interesting work.
The Political Science Club i.s supervised by Professor Humphrey of the history department. Everyone, including prominent
speakers, are invited to the meetings. In these times, such a club
has an especial value to anyone interested in current politicswhich is just about everyone.
The Science Club will be sought by any student desirous of
gaining more information on subjects not covered in class. Also
an admirable opportunity for individual research.
'Dhe Debating Club, headed by John Karp, offers a fine place
to let off excess steam on practically any issue. Interesting dehates with other colleges are scheduled during the year and provide an excellent chance for one to become eloquent in the art of
oratory.
Two plays a year are given by the Jesters, the dramatic society. Any student interested in developing a talent for acting is
cordially welcome. See Lewis Sheen or Mr. Wendell for further
particulars.
Needless to say, the Glee Club affords the opportunity to
develop the vocal chords. An interesting prog-tram of concerts and
recitals has been arranged for this year.
Lend your support to these organizations; they help to put
Trm1ty on the map

The Paramecium:
Oh, to be a paramecium!
I'd move about by ciliata,
When I please-ium,
I would conjugateOr just as well
Make myself asexual!
The Euglena:
A Euglena
Isn't yella,
But it's green.
If aroused, it primes its starta
'Cause it's a model Flagellata,
And it's gone before the process can
be seen.
The Penguin:
The Penquin is a silly bird:
His tastes and habits are absurd.
He walks upright with studied ego,
Yet he swims in his tuxedo.
His build is like a cocktail shaker,
But as a barman he's a faker,
For though he flips and shakes his
flap,
The stuff ain't good, 'though it's on
tap!
The Tsetse Fly:
I know a Guy
Who reminds me of the tsetse fly.
He's a bore who's mental thickness
Gets under my skin, infecting me.
With social sleeping sickness.
The Mackerel
1'\he makerel is a dressy fish.
She dresses in stripes of blue and
green
Which makes her person quite unseen.
But once a week, (for others' taste
and gaze),
She is dressed in jaundiced mayonnaise!

••

This Week's Question
How can a student, not old enough
to sport a registration button, buy a
drink in a public house?
Answer to Last Week's
Yehudi is the guy who puts those
old innersoles in your m(mth the
morning after the night before.
Hartford Speaks

(with a broken accent)
For several days Trinity students
have qeen following the portable
microphone downtown and have occasionally slipped in a plug for the candidate of their preference, utilizing
for the first time, their superior collegiate intellectualism by aiding society in the problem of right thinking
But even "stupid" society must wonder that these finished college brains
cannot arrive at the same conclusion.
Overheard
"Will you be free tonight?"
"No, but I'll be reasonable."

October 22, 1940
SPORTS SIDEUGHTS

To
About this time last year I pubLast year at this time Sports Side
lished in the Tripod a letter from a
lights suggested that perhaps a foot
correspondent in England, which
ball game might be scheduled for the
proved of considerable interest lo
Trinity varsity with one of the larger
Y'Our readers. Following are some
extracts from her latest letter, post- New England Universities. We quoted
marked September 21. (I might ex- various examples such as the Prince
plain that the writer is an English ton-Williams, Harvard-Amherst, and
girl who lives in a small town on the the Dartmouth-Bates contests. This
Channel at the mouth of the Thames. suggestion brought forth a severe
She is employed in the Admiralty in castigation from the Athletic depart
London, one of the busiest and most ment and we faithfully promised our
imjportant departments of the British selves never to bring this subject up
government during these war days.) again. However, recent gridiron de
velopments have caused us to change
She says:
"'Dhank you for the offer of tea, our minds and revive the topic.
No doubt most of the Tripod read
but we haven't felt the lack of anything yet, and perhaps it might be a crs are familiar with the statement
bit risky. Charmian (her sister) has of Ogden Miller, newly appointed ath
just received a letter from a girl to letic director at Yale, on the future
whom she writes in Illinois, which policy of Eli football prospects, but
was opened by 1he censor. Anyway, that which interests us is the fact
Mother has got quite a little store of that Harold Ogden, sports columnist
tea put away' now; but thank you for the "Hartford Times," had a con
ference with IMr. Miller on the chances
very much for the offer.
"I am on another week's leave, but of Yale scheduling a football tilt with
am not allowed to go away anywhere. one of the t eams of the Connecticut
Last week, since the bad raids started Valley such as the University of Conon London, it has taken me from two necticut, Wesleyan, or Trinity, and
to three hours to get to and from the 1 such a suggestion, instead of being
office and one day I took over four received with utmost skepticism, was
hours' getting home. It usually takes taken under very serious consideraan hour. I am very glad to have a tion. Naturally no serious conclusion
week at hom€., as when we are on should be drawn from the above. It
day duty we don't find it worth try- simply constitutes an amplification on
ing to get home before the evening a past prediction and may offer a
raid starts, and it usually starts be- picture of some future development.
fore we are off duty anyway, so we
* *
stay up there and sleep on mattresses
A bit of confusion resulted last
in special underground shelters pro- Saturday at Middletown when Coach
vided, and have quite a bit of fun. Ralph Erickson made a slight mistake
Before they started on London, I in substitution in the Wesleyan Freshused to manage to get home, raid or man football encounter. It seems that
no raid, as the trains continued to Mr. Erickson instead of substituting
run, but the line has been down in two ends and two tackles, in ihis exseveral !Places since and it hasn't been citement sent in three ends and one
worth risking; my family feel better tackle, thus giving the lads cause to
too, if they know I'm not trying to wonder which ones were eligible for
get home.
pass receiving.
''The last couple of nig-hts haven't
* *
been so bad, and although I am writResults on other fronts: The Caring this at quarter to ten in the eve- dinals of Wesleyan broke into the winning, it is quite quiet. The sirens ning column for the first time this
went about 8 o'clock. We all have season in Varsity football, defeating
camp beds in the cellar, and the noise Haverford College 28-13. Capadqua,
isn't bad; being below street level we Morrill and Smith tallied for the Red
usually sleep quite peacefully till and Black, while Magill scored for the
morning. We have had a part of the Pennsylvanians.
Amherst defeated
cellar supported by wooden props, the University of Rochester 26-0 with
and we already had a large iron beam Reed and Mulloy leading the attack
running across it, so we feel quite for the Lord Jeffs.
safe.
"Many of my friends in the surThe recent surge of the Trinity Socrounding country have seen 'dog'
cer
team is bearing fruit in regard to
(Continued on page 5.)
the Blue and Gold percentage standing in the New England Intercollegiate Soccer League. The Hilltoppers,
batting a clear 1000 per cent. as the
Tripod goes to press, are tied for
At their meeting on Friday evening first place with Harvard and Amherst.
the men of the Seabury Society dis- Each of the latter have scored two
cussed plans for a program of study, wins while Trinity has been victorious
work and wot'ship for the coming in their contests with Worcester Poly
year. It is their desire to correct the and M. I. T. A tie with Yale after
popular misconception that the group triumphs over Brown and Connecticut
is only for men who are planning to has dropped Wesleyan to fourth with
enter the ministry. The Seabury So- Yale just below them. Another triple
ciety exists for those men who are deadlock exists in the sixth slot with
interested in the church and its rela- Dartmouth, Massachusetts State, and
tion to their daily living; it exists for Springfield, the defending champions.
those who want to think and talk
• *
about life.
Due to the fact that there is apparDr. Ogilby spoke briefly to the
group about its organization and ently not enough support in college
its function, and he mentioned many to maintain a permanent college band,
of the interesting events which Trin- Mr. Oosting has evolved a replaceity is to enjoy in the near future. The ment for said organization in the
Reverend Barrett Tyler, curate of form of records of Trinity fight songs
Trinity Church, who will serve the by the Hilltoppers Glee Club. This
group as chaplain, leader, friend and arrangement will be tried out at the
philosopher, talked with the men of Amherst game when the records will
be played over the amplifying system.
possible ways to study and work.
Seabury plans to sponsor, as usual,
**
the Community Chest and the Red
Taking its cue from the winnmg
Cross drive on Campus, and it will ways of all the other Trinity teams
again conduct Compline Services dur- the Blue and Gold hockey squad deing Advent and Lent. At its meet- feated the Oxford School lassies by
ings on the first and third Fridays of an unknown score. We understand
each month the group will discuss that several shapely shins were slighttopics of popular interest and plans ly mutilated as a result of this fracas
to have guest speakers to conduct but, to offset any rancor which might
forums later in the year.
have resulted, it was agreed upon that
The election of officers took place at some future date a return match
at a previous meeting and the follow- would be played with the young lading men were chosen for the academic ies wearing the shin guards this time.
year 1940-41: Henry Getz, '42 presi- Encouraged by this initial victory, a
dent; William Van Wyck, '41, vice- match has also been scheduled with
president; and Howard St. Cyr, '42, the Ethel Walker School of Simsbury,
secretary.
Conn.

••

DR. OGILBY IS GUEST
OF SEABURY SOCIETY
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DE~~oW~~GG1JcfC~E1~D~~s~JfroN Jesseemen Face Coast Guard;
h.. " '""''hi• '"
Two Soccer Games Scheduled

r .....,, Ootob" 15-D•= Hood Hood ha,
n
tiH
was the featUl-ed speaker of the aft- discovery that Browning alludes to
ernoon at the 415th consecutive meet- William Blake in "Transcendentalism:
ing of the Browning Society of Bos- a Poem in Twelve Books."
ton, which took place at the Hotel
"The school of Victorian Hellenism
Vendome today. The Dean's topic which term, by the way, I coined,.;
was "Browning and Victorian Hellen- continued the Dean, " includes Arnold,
ism."
Tennyson, Swinburne, and Landor
The purpose of this talk was to an- among the more famous names. The
nounce, for the first time, a large immediate tendency of the age, in
bulk of source material for Brown- which the Darwinian philosophy had
ing's Hel,lenic poems, particul·a rly I extended the conception of historical
"Balaustion's Adventures" and "Aris- time, was to bring ancient Greek littophanes' Apology."
Among the erature into a relatively contemporary
more important of these materials affiliation with the Nineteenth Cenare: "The Imaginary Conversations" tury England. These poets put Vicof Walter Savage Landor, John Ad- torian ideas into the mouths of the
dington Symond's "Studies of Greek Greek characters with whom they
Poets," August Wilhelm von Schleg- peop\.ed their poetry. They fraterel's "Lectures on Dramatic Art and nized with the Greeks, so to speak,
Literature," and Augustus Meineke's and made the ancient characters dis"Historica Comicorum Graecorum." cuss contemporary British politics,
The Dean added that "Browning's di- morals, economics, and religions.
rect indebtedness to these sources for Their age has been succeeded by that
topics, ideas, and detained phrases ~s of modern exact scholarship, exemplishown to be ap.parent throughout the fied by Sir Gilbert Murray and M.
texts of the two previously men- Croiset, who are concerned rather
tioned major Hellenic poems, written with the characteristic aspects of
in Browning's later period." Claim- Greek culture and literature, which
ing credit for this work, the Dean differentiates them as much as possaid that "these modern sources have sibl e not only from the peoples of our
not previously been adduced to any times but from those of all other
such extent," although the materials periods and plaoes. 'Victorian Hellenare included in Dean Hood's doctoral ism' is as definitely a suitable epithet
dissertation in the Harvard Univer- for the classical poets of Browning's
sity Library, and the names of these day as the 'M~taphysical Poets: was
sources were originally announced in; for the peculiar poets thus labeled by
a monograph by Dean Hood, entitled Dr. Johnson."
"Browning's Ancient Classical Sources
Concluding his address, the Dean
in the Harvard Studies in Classical generalized that "here in America
Philology."
our classical tradition of culture and
He went on to say that Balaustion's lP.tt ers has not yet been disturbed by
"critic friend from Syracuse," whom thf' invading barbarians, but though
"Euripidean pathos plagued too Athens has fallen to Sparta, and the
much," was the eminent Professor A. British Museum fallen to a stone, and
W. von Schlegal. This anachronistic Oxford and Cambridge halted for a
allusion in "Balaustion's Adventure" season, no earthly power could take
is in the Browning manner. He has away the permanent values of the
similar reference to Wordsworth in classical tradition, the respect for the
"The Lost Leader," to Elizabeth Bar- indiv~dual soul, the good taste and
rett, Sir Frederick Leighton, and refinement, and the potent underShakespeare in "Balaustion's Adven- standing of the wellsprings and moture." In the same connection, Dean 1.ives and forms of immortal art."

Trinity Professor Relates Exciting
Tales of Life's Adventures Abroad
By Richard Doty, '44
Hartford, October 17-Having lit
his old pipe and crossed his legs, Professor R. Walker Scott, head of Trinity's Romance Language department,
leaned back in his chair today and
told this writer the story of an amazing life. Almost Gulliver-like in its
wanderings and adventures, Professor Scott's tale would have caused
Richard Halliburton to turn green
with envy. His life has been one that
small boys yearn for when they lie
in front of a big fire with a book and
dream of distant lands, strange
tongues and ships.
"I started to travel," Dr. Scott began, "after I had received my Master's Degree from Princeton in 1915.
I managed to acquire a traveling fellowship through the university, and
I booked passage for Greece.
"My ship was the Athena, and it
was loaded with military stores for
the British troops at Gallilpoli. Because of our southern route we had
no convoy and so were completely
alone. About two days out of New
York the ship exploded and immediately started to sink. The crew, not
caring greatly what happened to the
passengers, immediately took to lifeboats and made off, leaving us to sink
or swim. The captain, however, was
a good scout and stayed with the ship.
An SOS had been sent out, but the
nearest ship, the Tuscania, was almost
400 miles away, and there was no
chance of her reaching us before the
old Athena would be down hub-nobbing with D'avy Jones. We launched
the remaining lifeboats and got everybody safely a board without losing a
single life. I was in the last to put
off with fifty other men. As I stepped from the ship the decks were
awash, and before we were a hun-

dred yards away she went down.
"We bobbed around in the lifeboats,
staying together as best we could, for
several hours until we were picked
up by the Tuscania. Later that same
day we came across the crew which
had deserted the Athena, and they
begged to be brought aboard. But
the captain of the Tuscania had heard
our story of their desertion, and he
wouldn't take them on. He told them
to 'go fishing.' I thought this was
a little cruel and said as much to the
captain. He told me, however, that
he was in contact with another British ship two or three hundred miles
astern and that she would pick up the
crew.
"We were takien back to New York
on the Tuscania, and I arrived possessing no more than what was on
my back. Everything I owned had
gone down.
''Nothing daunted, I started out
again and this time got a French ship
bound for Greece. As we were passing through Gibraltar, though, the
ship received orders to change its
course and to put into Naples. There
it was told to get rid of its passengers and go to France with a load of
Italian soldiers. I pleaded with the
captain that I had no Italian visa and
that it would ·b e impossible for me
to land at Naples. But it was all to
no aVJail, and I found myself in Italy
illegally with my two suitcases. I
went to a cafe for a drink and to
think things over, and it was there
that the long arm of the law caught
up with me. I was hastened back to
my ship, the captain of Wlhich told me
not to come aboard as he was sailing
immediately for France. Talk about
being between the devil and the deep,
blue sea! Mter many entreaties 't he
(Continued on page 6.)

Steadily Improving Varsity
Squad Faces Saturday Riva~
In Massachusetts State
PLA YEO YALE TODAY
Front Line Combines Much Snap
And Coordination to Click
In Opening Encounters
With two well-won games under its
belt, the steadily improving Trinity
Varsity soccer team probably faces
the toughest encounter in their schedule this Tuesday with Yale. Saturday they travel to Massachusetts
State for their second game of the
week.
In no past season has Trinity ever
beaten either of these two schools.
In fact, they have taken their worst
beatings from the ,p owerful Yale
"!!evens; last year to the tune of 9 to 1.
However, if they are ever going to
give Yale or Massachusetts State a
battle, this season seems to be the
logical one. The Mac-men's spirit
and morale will indeed be high when
they go out to do battle with each of
these teams.
The Trinity front line has been
-:licking well in the past two games,
improving as the season progresses.
rhe forward line combination with
the most snap and coordination seems
to be that with Williamson and Bestor at wing, and Roberts, Carpenter
and O'Malley doing the inside work.
In the game with M.I. T. sure-footed
'Southpaw kicker Sharp took over the
left-wing position for a while. Sharp,
usually holds down a reserve fullback
berth, but Coach McCloud seems to be
thinking seriously of putting him on
a wing position. He will undoubtedly
see action at a wing position in the
two coming games.
Heseltine at center half, and Brown
at right-half, seem to be the best combination in those positions. Both
have played steady, consistent ball,
and should continue to do so. Buddy
and Cannon are fighting for the remaining halfback berth. Both are
scrappy player s, and both of them
showed up well in the game with
M. I. T.
At the fullback positions,
(Continued on page 4.)

CAUTION NOT CONCUSSION
It is wi th regret that the Tr ipod
announces that there is no decrease in the number of traffi c
accidl nts on the Connecticut roads
in the accident report of the State
Departm.ent of Motor Vehicles issued on Tuesday, October 15. A
comparison of the number of traffic accidents for 1939 and 1940
reveals an increase of 2.6 percent
for 1940. The total accidents up
to that date in 1939, were 12,384,
while this year's count sihows
12,658.
This Saturday many of us will
be going to New London to watch
the football team play. The road
is a dangerous one, replete with
curves. · The exercise of a little
caution in going to and from New
London will result in more pleasure and less heart and headaches
for all.

FROSH GRID MEN SWAMP
STRONG WES YEARLINGS
Captain White Sparks Team to
Upset Victory, Scoring Two
Touchdowns Himself

Middletown, October 19 Led
by Acting Captain Paul White,
the Trinity freshman football team
opened its season auspiciously today
at Andrus Field by trouncing the
Wesleyan yearlings, 27-6. The big
190-pound halfback ran, passed,
kicked, and scored fifteen points himself in a stellar performance, unparalleled since the days of Mugford's
and Kramer's feats on the freshman
team of two years ago. He was ably
assisted by Dubovick, whose pounding thrusts through the Wesleyan
forward wall netted : many valuable
-yards and set up several touchdown
plays. Black, the quarterback, displayed a brand of steady, clever playing that warranted indications of his
being excellent varsity material next
season. The same is true of White,
Dubovick, Kelly, who played a great
game at center; Morse, outstanding
defensive lineman; and Bromberg
and Hogan, two of the classiest ends
to wear the Blue and Gold in several
seasons.
Erickson's men wasted no time in
ripping apart the highly touted CarFriday, October 18-The freshman dinals. In the first quarter the Hillsoccer team took the Taft varsity to toppers staged a passing rally to
a 2 to 0 defeat on the latter's field bring the ball down into Wesleyan
this afternoon. Fig-hting against a terrain. Paul White carried it across
hard wind the Trin frosh showed up and chalked up the first touchdown.
remarkably well, combining excellent He also added the seventh point with
teamwork in passing with good head- a placement. Then in the second
work on the part of each player. If quarter Wihite again broke loose on
the team can keep playing in this a long 65-yard gallop to go over for
fashion, a very good season should the second tally. The half ended,
be in store for them and so balance choking another Trinity advance. In
that of last year's during Wihich they the third quarter White faded back
to toss a pass from near midfield, but
didn't win a game.
The starting lineup consisted of he was rushed and was forced to hold
Renwick, left wing; Butler, left inside; the ball and run. Thi:s he did, once
Arnstein, center forward; Tolles, more cleaved himself, and heaved a
right inside; Baxter right wing; beautifully arched pass to Hogan who
Grimes, left halfback; Acting Captain stood waiting for it near the goal
Dexter, center halfback; Haskell, line. Hogan ambled across for the·
Again
right halfback; Toland, left fullback; third visitors' touchdown.
White
converted
for
the
extra
point.
Barthelmess, right fullback; and Jarrett in the goal. Both teams threat- A few minutes later, after Wesleyan
ened their opponents goals consist- had kicked off, Black sifted through
ently during the first two of the four the Cardinal defense and was almost
15-minute periods, but it was not un- in the clear. The Wesleyan safety
til the third quarter that the scoring man brougiht him down after Black
began. Tommy Grimes then made a had traveled 50 yards, but in vain,
long kick that spun out of the hands for Black lateralled to Dubovick, who
of the Taft goalie and the nets for covered the remaining 20 yards withthe first score. Hardly had the play- out difficulty. Gossling kicked the
ing started again when Borden, who extra point, and Trinity surged ahead,
took over the left inside position 27-0.
Coach Erickson gradually replaced
when Butler injured his knee, maneuvered the ball past the goalie for his stars from then on, using the enthe second and final tally. Taft came tire squad during the course of the
back in the last quarter with some game. Not until late in the last quardetermined drives, but each time the ter was Bill Sadowski, the Wesleyan
Trin backs cleared their goal. Haskell triple threat man, able to push
who replaced Jarrett in the last quar- through for his team's lone score of
the day.
( Continued on page 6.)

YEARLING SOCCER TEAM
DEFEATS TAFT BOOTERS

Much Improved Trinity Team
Will Be Gunning for Its
Fourth Straight Win
KILLIAN IS MISSED
Coast Guarders Promise Usual
Strong Threat Saturday;
Amherst Next Rival
For the third time in as many
weeks, the Trinity football team will
invade foreign soil to play the Coast
Guard eleven at New London, Conn.
n~xt Saturday.
'
Last week-end Trin chalked up their
third victory of the current season
over a good Hobart team and looked
very convincing in doing so. As has
been mentioned b'efore, Trin has had
a dearth of man power all season, and
with Ryan, Weisenfluh, and Killian
out, the prospects for last Saturday
did not appear bright. However, the
most encouraging aspect of the contest turned out to be the fine performance turned in by the substitutes.
If Coach Jessee has W eisenfluh and
Ryan back in uniform for the Coast
Guard game, he will have six good
backs on call and the chances for vic~
tory should be extremely favorable, '
Coast Guards came out on the short
end of a 26-14 count in their gam~
with Norwich, but the contest was
much closer than the score indicates.,
as two of the Norwich touchdowns
resulted from blocked punts. Th~
sailors' offense is built around left
halfback Thompson who is their most
dangerous runner and Shepard who
has been quite effective in previous
games with his passes. On the defense, Captain O'Neil at center and
Sudnik at end are the bulwarks of the
line.
Both teams will employ the same
general method of offense. Both
favor a single wing back formation
with a spinner attack and frequent
reverses and cutbacks. Trin's passing game has shown much improvement of late and if the Blue and Gold
are thwarted on the ground they will
probably take to the air.
After this week Trinity will have
an open date in which to prepare for
its game with Amherst on Nov. 9.

FRESHMAN BOOTERS TO
BATTLE MORSE FRIDAY
Trinity's Freshman soccer team,
after the first win in two years, plays
host to Morse Business College this
Friday. With a victory behind them,
the team feels confident of continuing
to be victorious in the forthcoming
contests.
The Varsity soccer team swamped
the Morse team in a practice game
held here. Morse later beat the Freshmen by a slight margin also in a
practice game, although the Frosh
dominated most of the play. The
Morse team seemed more experienced
than our hooters, but we made up for
it in spirit. This game should prove
tight, as bo·t h teams know the other's
strength.
Much credit goes to Al Reinhardt,
who has formed a winning combination from all shapes, sizes, and descriptions of green Freshmen who
came out for the team. The team is
well balanced, and all that is needed
is the punch to drive the ball through
the opponent's goal.
The starting berths are nearly com·
plete, ibut there is quite a fight in the
center of the forward line. Right
now Arnstein, Butler, and Tolles are
starting, but they are hard pressed
by Buttery, Bordon, and Conklin. The
outside posts are held by Baxter and
Renwick. Renwick, out of practice last
week because of a foot infection, was
not up to · his usual game at Taft, but
(Continued on page 5.). ,
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SOPH HOP COMMITTEE
PLANS GALA FESTIVAL
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Ambulance to Which You Trinity Men Are Subscribing

ENGLISH MORALE NOW
AT ITS HIGHEST POINT

Attempt Made by Members of the
Committee to Raise Level
Of Their Annual Dance

Overseas Letter Depicts Great
Strain Endured by British
In Present Warfare

The fast moving Sophomore Hop
Committee, whose chairman is Randolph Sharp, has already announced
that t hey have signed up Bunny
Ber igan and his orchestra for the ball
on November 8 at the Hartford Club.
Now the committee is working feverishly to formulate the best plans for
making this hop the most outstanding
dance ever given by the S()phomore
class.
With representatives from all the
fraternities and from the neutral
bodies, it is hoped that all the student
body will become interested and will
support this occasion. The members of
the committee are R. K. W eisenfluh,
R. M. Donohue, C. L. Richards, E. H.
Gilbert, W. B. Bolton, W. H. Arnold,
E. L. Vignone, R. E:. Gager, and J. G.
Rossi.
The committee was fortunate in
working so fast in signing up Bunny
Berigan because it was learned that
Williams was attempting to get Berigan and his orchestra for the same
evening. The Hop will be held from
10 until 3 and the admission for
C()uples will be $4. An achievement
over the Senior Ball is that the committee has arranged to have a public
address system in the dining room
of the Hartford Club so that the
smooth music of Bunny Berigan might
lbe .carried to the couples while they
are having S'()me refreshments.
By securing this famous band, the
committee hopes to raise the level of
the Sophomore Hop equal to that of
the Senior Ball. In past years the
Hop has enjoyed only a slight reputation in its inferior position, but this
year it hopes to attain a position
which will make the occasion one of
the outstanding of the whole year.

To portray the intense strain under
which the English people are living and the wonderful way they
are living up to the British watchword, "Carry on," we quote the following letter received from a woman.
"somewhere in England."
"The days are all so extraordinary
that it is impossible to describe them.
We g et up in the middle of raids and
rush out to try to see if there are any
planes down, then back to dress before another r elay comes. Then we
work, G. and I, as hard as we can,
getting in all the apples and fruit,
and I am making all the jam possible.
Then another raid and we dash to
the tennis court and lie flat on our
backs. If we see a parachute coming
down I tear for my ambulance and try
to get there in time."
" I ask you to picture us yesterday
when an enormous German bomber
came towards us and we both thought
the end had com:e, and suddenly
a Hurricane dashed out of the clouds
and shot it down. Two men jumped
out and the bomber fell with a thud
mercifully landing on top of the road
by 'Roaring Willy' (a local landmark;
Editor's note.)
G. tore down the
road, I puffing after him. We ran
across the field opposite .the Curtis'
house and there to our thrill we caught
our first German. He landed quite
unhurt, and I was terrified that he
would shoot G. as he had a loaded revolver and we had nothing. He instantly held up his hands and surrendered his gun. In about ten seconds scores of people and soldiers appeared, but G. and I, the German between us, marched over to the road
where I had the ambulance and proudly drove off to H. Q."
"The last two days have been
cloudy, and it is far more nervewracking when one is unable to see
anything. Poor London. Aunt Mabel
and the others have all gone away.
I went up to try to see them and was
very near the Palace when the bomb
dropped. The noise is terrific. I think
the people are too brave for any words
to say."

PROFESSOR COSTELLO'S
UST RECEIVES PRAISE

A Trinity Ambulance like the one picture d above will b e purchase d with th e proceed s of th e British
War R elie f Driv e st a rting at th e college this w eek. Th e S enate and th e frat e rniti es are b e hind th e drive,
and ev e ry man is e xpe cte d to do his bit.
+•-•--•-•--•-•-w-•-•-•-•-•-•---•-•-•-~~~~-u-•--•-•-•-ji;-•--•-•-u-----•-•-•-n~-•+

DEFENSE LECTURE
(Continued from page 1.)
the air lung. This device fits snugly
over the head and chest and supplies
air through the mouth. The trapped
crew ascend one by one on a line,
stopping every ten feet and breathing
ten times, in order to let the change
in pressure take effect gradually.
This device cannot be used at great
depths, however.
The rescue chamber is used when
the depth of the water is too great
to allow the use of the air lung. This
chamber consists of two waterti~ht,
airtight compartments and a hatch.
It is placed over the submarine hatch
and made tight. The submarine hatch
is then opened and the crew is taken
to the surface in groups of four or
five. The only disadvantages of the
rescue chamber is that a certain
amount of air is taken from the sunken submarine every time a group of
men is taken from it.
The marker buoy i s a pear-shaped
object released by the sunken sub
to mark its position to rescue boats.
It has a three-hundred-footline with
a telephone cable to permit two-way
conversation between the sub and its
rescuer.
Submarines are equipped with
Diesel engines for surface cruising

During the summer the college published a new guide to reading, for use
in connection with the General Reading course, and also for the use of
anyone who is interested, students or
alumni. The leading English scientific periodical, "Nature", has the following comments to make about it.
"The Trinity College Bulletin, which
comes to us from Hartford, Conn.,
supplies a 'List of Books for a College
Student's Reading', edited by Professor H. T. Costello. This, first published
in 1925, has now reached a third, revised edition, and deserves to be popular. The aim of the pamphlet is
'to ibring the best students and the
best books together', helping them to
avoid waste of time on inferior stuff.
This is an excellent idea in view of
the present over-crowded jungle of
literature, the reduction) of which by
the stress of the war will, we hope,
be permanent. The general reading
course before us is well arranged. The
List is divided into ten sections, and
students are expected t() read and Louis Richman, Ph.G., Reg. Pharmacis1
213 ZION STREET
write on something in eight of them.
See Our New Stock of
'Reading in the greater classics is
TRINITY STATIONERY
likely to get special grade credit'.
This is as it should be. Early specialization pays today, and interferes with
that versatility which belongs to a
liberal education. No censorship of
Free Shirt Winner this week
ideas is attempted in the lists, and
is lucky Robert Welton
'books that may shock or annoy' are
included. The short descriptions added
English Spreads . . .......... $1.95
~~ each item is expert and helpful."
(All Colors)
Oxford Button Downs ........ 1.95
(Blue and White)
Brooks Button Downs .... - ... 2.50
English Tabs ................. 1.95
Eyelet Collars ............... 1.95
We carry a full line of Nationally
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and battery-operated motors for underwater propulsion. T·hey can go
down at dawn and stay under all day.
traveling at an average rate of one to
two knots. They have a top speed
under water of nine knots, but this
speed can only be kept up for an hour
and a half and is used only in an
emergency or to get within range of a
ship. The range of a submarine torpedo is up to ten miles. Below the
surface the sub depends entirely upon
her batteries and therefore cannot
travel too far from her base.
"We of the service do not want
war:" dec!ared Lie~,tenant Barnes in
c~osmg h1s talk.
But we do need
b1gger and better subs, and lots of
them all along our coasts."

SOCCER REVIEW
(Continued from page 3.)
the old reliables Tyler and Captain
Johnson are still distinguishing themselves on defense work. Both are
eigMy-eight minute men if the occasion demands. In the goal, Crockett
can not be given too much credit;
sensational and timely saves seem to
characterize his defense of the Hilltopper's goal this year.
It is with these players, and a group
of able reserves, that Coach McCloud
can face Yale and Massachusetts
State with more confidence than in
· any previous season. Although Trinity is the so-called underdog of both
encounters, it is safe to say that both
Yale and Massachusetts State will
know that they have played a real
game when they have finished their
tilts with the hard-fighting Mac-men.

TRINITY MEN FAVOR
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COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued from page 2.)
fights' and raiders brought down,
but the most we have managed to see
is a hasty glim;pse of them vanishing
into the clouds.
"The people of London are amazingly cheerful, and have written up
.slogans in chalk across the boards
<>ver their broken windows. I saw
one old lady sitting in her front parlor, knitting and watching the pass-ersby 1lh.rough the bare, paneless win-dow! Everyone is very touched and
pleased by the wonderful dQnations
from the U. S. A. and other places, for
the homeless.
"Well, this letter does seem a warlike one, but we're still 'thumbs up'
:and 'tiggerdy boo,' according to one
of the latest song hits. Paul (her
brother) is now under canvas in the
North of England, and has written
bome for woolen things and an extra
bla;1ket, but is still very much enjoying army life.
"That seems to be all the news so
I must close, as it's nearly 10.30 and
bedtime, and Jerry has started banging about a bit up there!"
It seems to me that this girl's calm
:attitude toward her disordered life is
representative of the English state
-of mind today. Letters like hers
make itJ easy for us to believe that
~'There Will Always Be an England."
Sincerely,
FRANC LADNER, '42.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
FROSH SOCCER

TRIN ELEVEN IMPRESSIVE
IN CONQUEST OF HOBART
Trin Completely Dominates Play
During Game with End Runs
and Line Plunges

(Continued from page 1.)
Beidler skirted his left end, knifed
his way through the Hobart secondary, and sli1pped down the gridiron 73
yards for another touchdown. Knurek
again converted and made the score
14-6. During the remainder of the
game, Trinity constantly dominated
the attack. At one time Beidler
passed from the Statesmen's six-yard
line, but the ball was grounded in the
end zone.
Statistics indicated that the Blue
~nd Gold's offensive power was vastly
Ruperior. Trinity gained a total of
253 yards while Hobart netted 154.
The visitors made twelve first downs
to Hobart's eight, and completed
four out of nine passes, slightly lower
in ratio than Hobart's six completions
out of twelve attellljpts.
Harris and Knurek continued to fill
in admirably for W eisenfluh and
Ryan. Should the latter two be ready
to return to the wars this week
against Coast Guard, Jessee will have
little cause for worry with six stellar
backs- these four plus Walsh and
Beidler.
The summary:
Hobart
Trinity
Looss
* *
Mills
LE
Palmer
Dear Editors:
Steers
LT
LG
Carter
At this time of year it is customary Will
C
Cozzens
for that most overworked of all Fay
Fasi
RG
Stiles
-overworked Trinity men, the manager Viering
RT
Kidd
-of the Glee Club, to attempt a confiRE
Fitch
dent smile, to seat him)Self at his Thomsen
QB
O'Shea
writing table (glee club managers Walsh
ne-rer seem to have desks) and to BeidlE'r
LH
Popalisky
RH
Weber
-coma>ose reams of masterful letters Harris
to dQzens of schools and colleges in Knurek
FB
Clemens
the East.
Substitutions-Trinity: Yudowitch,
If he is unwise, he may begin his Moor, Bonee, Wallace, Jones, Tyler,
Fresher, Comstock; Hobart: Nollman,
$Upplication like this:
Achilles, Schmidt, Burns, White, MilDear Managress:
ler, Rogers. Touchdowns-Beidler 2,
It ·is my- intention as present WeB'er; points after touchdownsmanager of the Trinity College Glee Knurek 2.
Club to schedule a concert with
your institution.
How about 3 manager arrange f<>r an informal
<>'clock next Wednesday afternoon? concert here on campus?
As an old admirer of your club
We're the suckers, you tell us!
may I suggest, wouldn't it be much
Gleefully yours,
better if you came down here inA WOULD-BE SINGER.
stead of us going up there ?
Thanking you profusely for your
courtesy in reading this, I am,
JOSEPH BLOE, Manager.
Fortunately, during the last few
years, and even previous to then,
Trinity has not been cursed by such
a parasite.
Charles Walker, last
year's manag·e r, did an excellent job,
especially in arranging a successful
joint concert with Smith College. We
can say wiohout stretching the truth,
that managerial prospects this year
are equally bright.
But, we argue, and this is the point
of our epistle, what benefits does the
college body receive if it has a glee
club which can remain on key
throughout a concert and a manager
who doesn't think himself a master
diplomat everytime he schedules a
concert, if all the concerts are held
two hundred miles away from college?
Admission was charged at last year's
Smith-Trinity meeting in West Hartford, and relatively few students were
present. Why, oh why, can't our able
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(Continued from page 3.)
ter made two brilliant saves in the
goalie position.
With the wind
against them, the Hilltoppers had
little chance in the last quarter for
offensive playing, so they · concentrated on the defensive and were intent upon holding their 2 to 0 lead.
All of the players had had some
little experience before this year with
the exception of Arnstein who, although he was introduced to the game
in Switzerland, had never before
played with an organized team. Dexter was captain last year of the
Wethersfield Hig'lh School team on
which Haskell also played. Borden
had played for three years at Germantown Friends in Philadelphia,
while Johnny Renwick played on the
Varsity at Taft School.
The next contest for the frosh is
wioh Morse College on October 25.

CROSS-COUNTRY MEET
(Continued from page 1.)
dred yard in an effort to catch the
leaders, but failed by the narrow margin of four seconds.
Due to the close score, the turning
point in the race came at the threequarter mark when Smellie of Trinity
found himself in seventh place, then
and there he realized that he had to
do something quickly to give Trin the
victory. Putting on a burst of speed,
he displaced three men and came in
fourth. Bennett finished tenth, Gulliver eleventh, and Elrick twelfth.
Rosen and Caffrey's winning time
was twenty-four minutes and twentyseven seconds, which is good over a
4.2 mile course.
Using the displacement system,
Trin's harriers took first, second,
fourth, tenth, and eleventh places to
give a total of 28 points, while Springfield took third, fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth places to give them a total
of 29 points.
Complete results <>f the meet are
as follows: first, Rosen (T) 24:27.5,
second, Caffrey (T), third, "Booth (S),
fourth, Smellie (T}, fifth, Christy (S),
sixth, Bodrow (S), seventh, Swettman
(S), eighth, Schuman (S}, ninth,
Adams (S), tenth, Bennett (T), eleventh, Gulliver (T), and twelfth, Elrick (T).
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TRIN RUNNERS TO MEET
COAST GUARD SATURDAY
Meet on Saturday Promises to Be
Interesting Since Both Teams
Are Undefeated
Having two straight victories to
their credit, Trinity's undefeated and
determined Varsity Cross- Country
team, will travel this Saturday to
New London to meet an als,() undefeated Coast Guard squad. This meet
promises ,t o be very exciting, because
they both are not only undefeated, but
also they have shown steady improvement.
Trin will be handicapped due to only
a six-man team, because Coast Guard
will probably run a seven-man team
and use the displacement ruling. This
system of ruling always proves a little
unfavorable to the sma~ler team. The
Springfield meet proved this point,
because without the displacement ruling the score would have been 26-29
instead of 28-29 in favor of the Blue
and Gold.
The Coast Guard hill and dalers are
considerably !better than last year's
squad. The meet was held at Trinity
last year, and the Blue and Gold harriers won by the score of 23-32. But
Coast Guard 1fu.is year beat Worcester Tech 20-35, whereas Trinity
beat Worcester by the close score of
26-29. Both Trinity and Coast Guard
ran on w ,o rcester Tech's hilly course.
Ray Oosting has so far refused to
give his opinion on the outcome of
this race, and this indicates that the
results will probably be close. The
fact that Trinity will have to have
three men in the first four positions
in order to win is evident due to the
running of only six men.
Trinity pins its hopes on Ed Rosen,
Captain Jim Caffrey, Bob Smellie with
the essential support of Gulliver, Bennett, and Elrick. This week extensive
time trials will probably be used to
C()ndition the men for their tough
meet. Coast Guard's course is fairiy
hilly and measures between three and
one-half and four miles in length.

CHAPEL ADDRESS
(Continued from page 1.)
picked up the dinner pail which had
been left there the previous year.
Continuing his Address Dr. Ogilby
described the pew end commemoratthe Washington Bi-Centennial. In
speaking about the pew end dedicated
to the firemen and policemen. Dr.
Ogilby had another amusing story. It
was planned that about ten policemen
would be present for the unveiling but
on the day the captain called up Dr.
Ogilby and asked if there would be
room for forty of his men. Finally
the captain marched into chapel with
sixty of his men.
Dr. Ogilby pointed out a number
of pew ends which have been given
by different preparatory schools such
as Lenox, Saint Paul's, Westminster
and Pomfret. There are two pew ends
in memory of Trinity students. In
speaking of memorial pew ends, Dr.
Ogilby pointed out one which Professor Wendell gave in memory of his
mother.
At one point in his talk Dr. Ogilby
modestly suggested that should it ever happen that an address prove boring to a student in chapel, he might
make· use of his time by looking at
the remarkable wood carvings.

FROSH SOCCER PREVIEW
(Continued from page 3.)
he should be back in his stride by the
next game. The other substitute forwards include Harriman, lies, Danielson, and Roberts. Ned Dexter, the
sparkplug of the team, is playing a
great game at center half, both on
defense and offense.
Haskell and
Grimes are playing well at right and
left half, respectively. Grimes is doing
except1onally well in that he plays his
position and also is able to score.
Incidentally, the three halfbacks all
graduated from Wethersfield High
School last spring. The two stalwart
fullbacks, Tolland and Barthelmess,
are not only excellent defense men,
but are valualble on the offense, too.
In the goal is Jarrett, who has shown
ability as a ball stopper. Substitutes
for the backfield positions are Earle,
Confer, and Sillery.
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Trinity Drug
1284 Broad Street
the Drug Store that keeps
the Trinity students in shape ••.
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HOMOGENIZED MILK
It's Different
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Direct as a "touchdown pass" is the campus-to-home
laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS. We
call for your laundry, take it home ..• and then bring
it back to you at your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that! You may send your laundry
prepaid or collect, as you prefer.
Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns. Use RAILWAY EXPRESS, too, for
' swift shipment of all packages and luggage. Just phone
510 CHURCH STREET-PHONE 2-8203-HARTFORD
DEPOT OFFICE-UNION STATION-PHONE 2-8204
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Company
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Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

'- HARTFORD, CONN.
Telephone 2-0264

"Delicious and refreshing,"-ice-cold Coca-Cola
never loses the freshness
ofappealthatfirstcharrned
you. Its clean taste is exhilarating and a refreshed
feeling follows. Thirst
asks nothing more.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD
been around the world, and there are
very few places I haven't touched at
one time or another in my wanderings. All my forefathers except my
father were sea captains, and I supto be down. We had just placed it pose that's one reason for my wannicely when the bucket was pulled up. derlust."
Here Dr. Scott paused, and when we
There were immediately loud screams
of horror. Of course, we left about asked him if he thought that his mind
this time, but for days after the and outlook on life ihad been changed
papers were full of the story of the by his Oriental associations, his
unknown murder-victim whose re- answer was very positive.
mains had been found in the bottom
"It would be impossible to live in
of a COrinthian well.
the East as long as I have," he said,
"As a result of my subterranean "without absorbing some of the Oriwanderings I was laid low by malarial ental's ways of looking at life."
fever. Upon recovering I set out for
Athens and from there tried the run
We then asked Dr. Scott what he
to Marathon. It was too much for thought the chances were for our gome though and I had to do the last ing to war with Japan. He replied
lap at a walk. When I reached Mara- that it was inevitable, for he said,
thon some m 01,e excavation work was "Although the mass of Japanse people
going on, and there was no place for like America and look toward it ~s
me to sleep. But finally the archaeolo- the epitome of all western nations,
gist in charge of operations told me the 'powers that be' in Japan are no
that I might sleep in a corner of a better than pirates and are out for
shed. It turned out to be the shed nothing but loot. Also, Japan has
in which they were keeping the exca- gone so far in her threats against us
vated remains of the Greek heroes that she can not back down without
who died at the Battle of Marathon. losing face, and an Oriental cannot
lose face.
"I was chased as a spy in Salamus
for trying to see some old ruins,
"Contrary to popular opinion, Japan
whose position seemed to coincide is in an almost impregnable position,
rather dangerously with the main and the war, when it comes, will have
G1·eek naval base. I escaped and once to be one of siege. With Germany
more made the headlines when the at our back we could not afford a
papers came out with the statement pitched battle with the Japanese
that 'the spies had done no damage navy."
and had made their escape.'
"I lived in Rome for a year during
the war and, there too, was arrested
as a spy. It must be something about
my face.
"In 1931, I went to Japan to teach
at the University of Tokyo, and have
been there until this year. I was in
Manchuria during the war, being :n
Pekin directly after the Japanese invasion. There again I was mistaken
as a ;;py.
"Twice in the past ten years, I have

Professor R. W. Scott Reveals Amazing
Experiences During Worldwide Travels
(Continued from page 3.)
captain relented and allowed me to get
bn the ship, but with the firm rejoinder that I would have to disembark shortly. He and I finally concocted the idea of sending word ashore
to influential friends of mine by
some small boys who were swimming
near the ship begging for pennies.
My friends came through, and I received word that I was to be put
aboard a Greek ship at midnight.
When we made the ship she was already under way, and I was forced
to climb up the pilot's ladder with my
suitcases strapped over my shoulder.
"The crew of the boat was made
up mostly of landlubbers, all sailors
having been requisitioned for the
Greek navy. We ran into a very bad
storm, and the captain, the cat, and
I were the only ones not deathly sick.
"After reaching Greece, I went to
all the old ruins I had always wanted
to see, and at Corinth I had the rather remarkable experience of being
the first to explore the ancient
Corinthian water system. I arrived
upon the scene just as they had finished excavations, and as they wanted
volunteers for exploration, another
American and I undertook the job.
We had to strip completely, as the
whole way was through an underground river.
"Our course led us back several
miles underground, wading most of
the way, swimming the rest. We discovered several lamps set in niches
at regular intervals that had been
used by the ancient workmen 3000
years before. Our course led us under part of what is now modern
Corinth, and we came right into a
well of one of the homes. We had
discovered an old skeleton, and, not
wishing to carry it way back, we put
it into the well-bucket which happened

REDDICK AND THE WAR

POLITICAL FEUD

<Continued from page 1.)
the Battle of the Somme, July 1, 1916.
"It was at St. Mihiel, September 11,
1918, that American 'Tank Power'
smashed through the German line,
taking the offensive from the Germans, removing the menace to Paris
and the Channel Ports, and they
never regained the initiative. The
humble tank, a product of 'Oonnecticut
Yankee ingenuity," had in a fair way
forced a decisive victory for the allies,
which German inventions such as the
42-centimeter guns, U -boats, and Zeppelins had not." And that is how a
"Trinity Man," Major John F. Red-.
dick, '12 won the First World War!

(Continued from page 1.)
what you're voting for? They both
promise the same promises, don't
they?" Asked one Roosevelt-buttoned
friend, trying to be as impartial as
the Hatch Act. "Yes," the dubious
chap answered, "but it's the methods
that's important." "What makes you
think so? It costs ' just as much to
the public whatever they do, or
however they do it." "Do what?"
asked the dubious one. "Why, rlo
whatever they do to run the government as they do, or as they should!"
But the dubious one had his mind on
conscription, and not wishing to air
his dismal thoughts, he said, "Well,
I hope that when I am old enough to
vote, I'll not only know Wlhat and
whom to vote for, but I hope there'll
be voting then, and not ;plebisciting.
That's why, if I were 21, I'd vote
for-." But before the dubious one
could finish the sentence, his Roosevelt-buttoned friend left in a cordial
huff. Besides, he had things to do.
And he went off to heckle the Willkie
parade.

TRINITY DEFEATS M.I.T.

tContinued from page 1.)
goalie. However, he got the ball
away safely before the Macmen could
shove bodily through the goal.
M. I. T. kicked off to begin the
second quarter, and both teams forced
the pace almost equally for the first
few minutes, On one Trinity advance, Bestor, Trin right-wing, had
hard luck on a running kick, but a
few minutes later Heseltine, center
half for Trinity, took a free kick on each other equally for the first few
about M. I. T.'s one-yard line and minutes of the period. Roberts, Trin's
kicked it through a standing maze of right inside, deflected a beautifully
Tech men to put Trinity out in front kicked ball by Bestor through Tech's
by a goal.
uprights. This was the last tally of
Trinity kicked off to begin the sec-~ the engagement, the final score beond half, and again both teams forced ing Trinity 2, Tech 0.
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